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About This Game

The first true sequel to the classic 1988 Nintendo Entertainment System original, Bionic Commando sees the return of the
bionically-enhanced Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer. Time has not been kind to Spencer: Five years after his heroic defeat of the

Imperials, he has been betrayed by the government he swore to serve, imprisoned for crimes he didn't commit, and sentenced to
death.

On the very day of Spencer's execution, terrorists detonate a massive experimental weapon in Ascension City, unleashing an
intense earthquake that has turned the city into rubble and wiped out its population. With the terrain in ruins and the city's air
defense grid now in the control of a massive terrorist force whose goal remains unclear, the FSA have only one option left - a

behind-the-lines assault.

It's the perfect job for a Bionic Commando.

Bionic Commando transposes the much loved swing-and-shoot gameplay of the 8-bit original onto a stunning 3D environment
of towering buildings, suspended roadways and monorails, deep canyons and sheer rock faces, which are traversed using

swinging, scaling, climbing and wall-walking techniques.

Key Features:

Use the bionic arm to swing between towering skyscrapers at breathtaking speed, hook onto distant objects, zip up on
hanging girders and choose your own route through the game
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Gameplay that moves through horizontal and vertical environments - a 3D game that truly uses all three dimensions. Full
multiplayer mode with rich stat-tracking to check whether you're a true commando or a lowly private

Use the power of the bionic arm - and of next-gen physics - to realistically throw massive objects, pummel opponents,
whip enemies into the air, or pull the landscape apart

Arm yourself with a variety of weapons worthy of a Bionic Commando

Starring Mike Patton, the former lead singer of Faith No More as the voice of Nathan Spencer

Developed by Swedish studio GRIN, developers of the highly acclaimed Ghost Recon: Advanced Warfighter series for
PC

Bionic Commando takes advantage of the Steam Cloud by storing your save games in the cloud. Simply pick up where you left
off when you log into your Steam account on any PC.

Players who own both Bionic Commando and Bionic Commando Rearmed will enjoy access to three unlockables in Bionic
Commando, including the "Retro" Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer skin, a Prototype Weapon and a secret room in the Fissure level.
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Title: Bionic Commando
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2009

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Japanese,German,Korean
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This was a hard read. To be honest I was constantly fighting between wanting things to go a certain way, and raging at the book
when they didnt. Its like my choices always went wrong, but the story carried on anyway. As with all cya games, your mileage
may vary depending on the choices you make, and of course you can always play again and choose differently. Still I always go
by my first play throughs with these sort of games, As that when Im "choosing" the way I would, as opposed to knowing things
and choosing to avoid bad things based on that knowledge.
All that being said, the writting is good. I believe I only saw one grammatical error the entire length of it. The world setting and
the plot line are very interesting. The other characters in the game need a bit more fleshing out, the few opportunities I had to
get to know them better didnt really tell me much more than their abbreviated backgrounds followed by a quick choice of how i
felt about that. Also a certain character really really needs to be taken to accounting. I think I was actually more infuriated with
how they were handled than the rest of how the story turns out.
So if your looking for something different and dont mind your choices having some strange \/ unexpected \/ dissapointing
results, this will definetly provide you with several hours of diversion.. Awesome game ! I can't go home from work and play F1
Again! 11\/10. Mature writing and great acting. Lamenting loss and love at middle age. Am authentic connection between
fragile and flawed people with troubled pasts too cautious to make anything more out of it than it is. A birhgt moment in an
otherwise resigned existence in two lonely people. The end was bittersweet and all too true.. There's basically no game to play
here. Right click in space, a ship icon representing the fleet flies there, nothing to interact with. If you stumble upon a non-
orange ship icon, the game loads into a fight like on the video, but you don't have any way to interact with anything.

I wouldn't even call it a screen saver.. I think Robert might be my favorite modern game character - I love everything about him.
This is a lovely sequel to the original. I pretty much play P&C games exclusively, and as far as modern P&C series go, this is up
there with The Blackwell Trilogy, The Journey Down, and The Book of Unwritten Tales for me.

The music is great, I especially love the flute-nose ditties. A few old characters and some new characters (my favorite being the
mystery bag peddler). Great comedic dialogue that can appeal to both adults and children. Great artwork. Puzzles are a balanced
level of difficulty - you won't need to check a walkthrough.

I'm still not a huge fan of Laura, but I do like her relationship with Robert and he seems less afraid of her this time around. Emil
is a weaker villain than Conroy. I also think this ending was weaker than the original. I think once we find out a certain thing
about Emil, the stakes felt significantly lower to me.

My liking of Robert and the world of Asposia completely overshadows the problems I have with The Last Wind Monk. I'm
looking forward to the next game.

Also, this is not a prequel :). Hmm, where to start...

The way Lara is setup for this adventure is pretty good and lore is as good if not better. Its interesting and puts a "spin" on how
things of the past actually worked and what they "were". The DLC (Baba Yaga) is fun and at the same time is more of the same,
doesnt really improve in any way from the base game.

I enjoyed this one as much as the first UNTIL bugs started to happen...and O-M-G theres plenty of them. Enemies disapearing
even bosses leading having to restart from a checkpoint, the "parkour" bugging out (I'll speak of this in detail), falling through
the world, certain events not triggering leading to a restart because you are stuck and cant proceed, visual bugs like the T-pose
(and this game was made before it was a meme), etc...

Now, I played on Extreme Survivor difficulty just so I could have a challenge, and to a degree I guess I did, however, the
challenge was only a thing because of the bugs, since ES does not allow you to save just anywhere and only when you sit at a
campfire, it would happen that when parkouring for some infuriating reason Lara would either preform an action like
trying to grab a ledge and fail simple by just doing nothing (for no reason, yet work on the next time I tried) or jump in a wierd
angle, both of these "bugs" got me killed 99% of the time, the other 1% was me suiciding due to being stuck (events bugging out
and important characters disapearing) and being killed by the enemies. I dont rage at SP games, well, didnt. This one was just
taking the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
Enemies were never a threat, I think I died to enemies around 5 times at most. Didnt feel like I was going up against
mercenaries trained in the "art" of shooting you in the face...
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First time playing a single player game and getting as many bugs as a multiplayer one. Its was THAT bag, apex legends level of
bad.

Nevertheless, I still recommend getting this WHEN on sale.
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Usually I don\u2019t refund games when they are bad, only when they are broken or don\u2019t work properly (anymore). In
this case I did it even when I didn\u2019t pay much during the winter sale.
The Shopkeeper has a neat premise but the execution is horrible. There is not much here but the repetition of the same
sequences of three screens with the same short and uninspired lines of dialogue. The gameplay consists of nothing than clicking
some random objects, listening to the same repetitive dialogues and waiting for some random achievements to pop up.
There\u2019s neither an enjoyable game nor any meaning or engaging story to witness here. It starts boring and continues being
it with no hope for getting something out of the experience, as the game pretty much goes on on its own with the player only
clicking randomly on the screen.

Furthermore, the game mechanics just don\u2019t work in the way they seem to be meant. They won\u2019t be explained in
any way and therefore you are thrown into the game without anything useful to do and trying to figure out, what there is to do.
Unfortunately, there IS nothing to do, really.
On top of that, the dialogues are dreadfully written and the voice acting is not very good. Also there are no subtitles which
would be very useful. (Note for these las sentences that I am not a native English speaker and therefore have a blurry look on
this topic).

The art style is neat but gets wasted in the three screens that come over and over again. So the art style gets boring very fast and
very undeserved.

It is a shame to give this game a bad review seen what it could be, that it looks relatively good and that the premises gameplay
and story wise are interesting. But as bad as the execution is, it is needed.
Get this game in case you feel lucky or very intrigued. There are people who seemed to enjoy it very much. And in case you
won\u2019t like it, you can always refund it.
. Just another typical hidden object puzzle game. Only this one is much more challenging (ex: time limit) than the ones I played
in the past. Most certainly recommend this to any puzzle solver looking for a more intimidating challenge.. crashes frequently on
win7. Its impossible to change sound setting (cant stand the music) or one of the other 2 available settings

even level-change wont work, can only play first level

and why is the UI partially German?. Awesome game! Trackless is original in every way possible. The writng and visual style
are engaing throughout the entire game and the soundtrack fits in flawlessly. Highly recommended.. Got this game on sale for
$0.49 and beat it in 38 minutes. It's good, simple fun, but definitely on the short side. There are some weird fluctuations in level
difficulty, but it was almost refreshing in an age of games with painstakingly balanced difficulty curves. Kind of got the feeling
the dev just made a new level whenever inspiration struck, whether it was an interesting challenge or just a unique shape, and I
don't see that as a bad thing. I find it charming.

Easy achievements may be a plus; simply completing the game netted me 100% completion.

Would recommend, but if $2 for potentially under an hour of gameplay seems steep to you, maybe wait for a sale.. would
definitely recommend to anyone interested in strategic combat. I especially liked the different kind of weapons. i stopped doing
crack after i gotten addicted to this game. 8.5\/10. Very expensive DLC, frankly a rip off king of DLCs, absolutely unfair deal
they force on you. Some dudes out there in Africa could sustain their life on 5$ for a month! Simply don't buy it, it's for elites
like me.. Another totally awesome installment in the UBERMOSH series. Worth every penny.
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